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smART* – Systemic Music Analytics Response for Teachers – Testing 
in progress! 

Athens – 4th to 6th November 2021: The first Songs for Europe live 
workshop took place and for the first time in more than halfway 
through the project most of the teaching artists met in person to 
work with choir students of El Sistema Greece’s different nucleus, to 
observe, to discuss and to explore smART. 

Gerald Wirth presented smART, its purpose and functions and Marek 
Kapusta from Superar Slovakia reported their experience with the 
first series of testing and provided helpful expertise for the partners.  

Music pedagogues from each project partner took turns in rehearsing 
repertoire from our online library with the children in their brand-new 
Songs for Europe T-shirts while the sessions were recorded by 
smART.   

  

 
  
Rehearsal recorded with smART © Songs for Europe – Athens 1 
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After overnight processing of the collected data smART was ready to 
display the analysis of the rehearsals from the previous day for 
discussion, or at least most of them – one set of data was lost – a 
learning for experienced and new users.  

Part of the second workshop day was dedicated to work for the 
online library: to discussing repertoire, to producing video recordings 
of songs for guidance and pronunciation and to viewing and planning 
teaching sequences. 

  

 

Discussing the online library: scores, sound files, videos, teaching sequences © 
Songs for Europe – Athens 2 
  

The administrative part of the workshop dealt with some financial 
details, but mainly with planning for the upcoming live workshops in 
January 2022 in Vienna and Bratislava and in March 2022 in 
Srebrenica.  
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While administrative meetings had always been planned as virtual 
meetings for financial and ecological reasons at a time when nobody 
new about Covid-19, Songs for Europe is about capacity building, 
transnational mobility and peer exchange and suffered in many ways 
from travel and rehearsal restrictions. Therefore, everyone enjoyed 
this opportunity to finally meet in person, to discuss to work with a 
choir and to sing together.  

Many thanks to El Sistema Greece for a perfectly organized workshop 
and a most enjoyable time in Greece’s beautiful capital Athens.  

  

Covid-19 

All the workshop participants were vaccinated. Everyone arrived with 
a valid PCR test and took an antigen test before the start of the 
second workshop day. Vaccination certificates were checked upon 
arrival. Everyone wore masks indoor during the entire workshop. No 
Covid-19 case withing the group was detected within three weeks 
after the workshop.   
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